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FIELD TRIP REPORT – JUNE MEETING
Saturday 10th June to Cwm Orog
Flaming June it was not! As one WMS member stoically remarked “What have we done to
offend the Rain Gods?” After meeting in torrential rain at the New Inn car park we set off up the
road and eventually found suitable parking places at Cwm Orog. The leaders decided that there
was no gain without pain and directed us past the mine buildings near the road and straight up the
fairly steep track towards the higher workings. A damp standing lunch was partaken before the
party got down to the business of interpreting this fascinating site which was known to have been
worked since at least 1750. Significant work took place again at the end of the 18th century and
this is when the aerial ropeway and tramway from the main workings down to the engine house
were undertaken.
As the afternoon wore on the weather improved and the traditional cry of “I say, there is a
perilous chasm up here” led to the usual mass migration of WMS members to peer down yet
another hole filled with barbed wire. Two tracks follow the contours with numerous open cuts
and adits onto the lode – which changed from the original lead production to the mining of
barytes towards the end of the mine’s life in the early 1900’s. As David Bick remarked, the
output from Cwm Orog was very limited but what makes it a such an interesting site are the three
oreslides coming down from the top and middle paths which are unusual in Mid Wales.
Eventually we reconvened at the wheel pit and the dressing floors where we inspected the
substantial cast iron remnants of the waterwheel. Despite the weather, a splendid day.
The evening meal at the New Inn, Llangynog, exceeded expectations – enormous portions of
food superbly cooked - and with a room set aside for our sole use it resulted in a very ambient
evening.
Sunday 11th - Craig y Mwyn
The impromptu sacrifices made overnight by our field trip leaders Neil Culross and Raymond
Griffiths appeared to placate the Rain Gods as the next morning was unsettled but dry. We
started at the Pistyll Rhaiadr where the waterfall was in magnificent full spate – and the line of
the leat directly from it could just be made out. We then followed the leat to the crushing house
and wheel pit and there was much discussion over the layout of the reservoir at the leat’s end.
It was then a long steady walk up to the top of the escarpment. Here there was a wealth of
ancient workings - hushings, shafts and reservoirs. Lunch was taken in the shelter of a hush as a
brief squall intervened. The view from directly above the crushing house was quite breathtaking, as was the sight of the Berwyns in the distance. David James gave graphic accounts of the
geology of the area that helped to make some sense of the remnants from centuries (or possibly
millennia) of lead mining. We then descended down the flanks of the open cast area and after an
exciting diversion in head high bracken on a 45 degree slope we eventually arrived safely back at
Tan y Pistyll.
Many thanks to Raymond and Neil for an excellent weekend.
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FIELD TRIP REPORT – SEPTEMBER MEETING
Saturday 23rd - Red Dragon Mine
On Saturday 23rd September, 27 members of the society met to visit Red Dragon Mine, south
west of Dinas Mawddwy at SH 836139. The location of the mine was confirmed in 1984 and it
was September 1986 when the WMS first visited the site. Regular excavation, digging and
surveying was carried out by WMS members throughout the 1990s and this has been
documented in detail in WMS newsletters and collated in “The Story of the Red Dragon Mine”
publication produced by David Roe.
The stunning valley of Craig Maesglasau made for a pleasant walk up to the mine. Still standing
are the walls of the blacksmith’s shop but there is little left of the carpenter’s shop where the
walls have fallen down.
The crusher house was of great interest with the base for Perkes’ Gold Reduction and
Amalgamating machine which last worked in 1854 still in good condition after its excavation by
WMS members over 20 years ago. David Roe explained in detail how the amalgamator worked
using power provided by the adjacent waterwheel.
Red Dragon Mine was supposed to hold gold, but it is presumed that the mine was salted prior to
visits from investors because only 9 ½ ounces of gold were extracted from 24 tonnes of gossan.
The financial difficulties experienced by the mine owners were partly due to the fact there were
not significant quantities of gold present, and by repeated loss of expensive mercury escaping
from the amalgamator into the stream.
The wheel pit is still standing possibly to full height at either end and the tail race hole is present.
The side walls of the wheel pit have partially collapsed but are still visible.
The adit was open, albeit overgrown at the entrance and several members chose to explore
underground. David James conducted a detailed survey of the adit and examined the geological
structures. The adit runs for 490 feet to the cross cut, behind which is a further 60 feet of
passageway. The timber work at the junction between the adit and the cross cut is still present
though in a poor state of repair.
After returning to the car park, a few members decided to visit Minllyn slate quarry. The promise
of the water level in the entrance adit being mid welly depth proved to be slightly inaccurate,
more like mid-thigh for our short legged Chairman!
Sunday 24th - Cowarch Lead Mine and Friars Coat Mine
The trip to Friars Coat on Sunday 24th September 2017 saw members splitting into two groups.
A party of six approached the site from the north and twelve members from Cwm Cywarch in the
south.
Those who met in the car park in Cwm Cywarch were able to explore Cowarch Lead Mine which
was worked prior to 1770. In 1851 it was worked as Great Cowarch and in 1862 opened under
the name Penyrallt.
The capstan or balance bob pit is clearly visible and the nearby flooded engine shaft now has
several large trees growing from it. The remains of the crusher house are overgrown with trees,
however some of the walls are still in good condition. The wheel pit still has many of its iron
bolts present.
The well-preserved ore slide sits between the engine house and engine shaft but is on the same
level as the crusher house which raises the question of how the ore was placed into the crusher.
There was a flat area at the base of the ore bin which we presumed to be a dressing area of some
description, several fines were noted on the dressing floor adjacent to the crusher house.
The old barrack house has been converted to agricultural use and is in very good condition. The
climbing club hut stands close to the site of the old mine offices.
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On leaving Cowarch we embarked on a steep, 2 hour-long trudge up a thin winding path to the
top of the mountain. Here it levelled out somewhat, but there was a further tramp across the
bleak open moorland to find Friars Coat.
Friars Coat was owned by Elizabeth Baker who travelled across the mountains to the mine by
pony. This iron mine had been established by 1770 and after a lapse of around 100 years iron ore
was again mined in 1878 and 1910.
At the highest point on the moorland were some open cut workings, now grassed over, and below
these were two flooded adits. One of these was clearly a trial working as it only went 6 feet; near
the entrance to the other adit was a small ruined building of unknown purpose. Only one member
braved the knee deep ochreous mud and reported that the passage went some distance with a
flooded winze part way along.
The tip outside this adit revealed much ironstone, and beyond this to the north was an inclined
causeway stretching across the moor and disappearing into the marshy land where it
mysteriously appears to end.
According to plan, both parties met at the mine and nobody was lost in the mist! Before
departing Friars Coat, as a token of acknowledgement and gratitude of his efforts and dedication
to the WMS Newsletter Dave Linton was presented with a piece of cut and polished manganese
ore from Llyn Du Bach mine set on a wooden plinth.
The final visit of the weekend was to see a fox trap situated on the path over the mountain. After
this the two groups parted ways and made their way back down the mountain.
Joanna Culross

FOX TRAPS
As mentioned above, a short
diversion from our route home from
Tyllau Mwyn brought us to a round
structure similar to a sheep fold but
without any discernible entrance. It is
thought to be a fox trap, originally
built with tall walls, corbelled on the
inside, thus preventing any fox which
ventured into it from jumping out.
Apparently foxes were lured into the
trap by means of a dead goose. A
number of these are known in the
Lake District and a search on the
internet suggests that Inuit peoples
used slightly more robust versions
to catch polar bears!
Pob diolch /Many thanks to new
member Tegwyn Jones of Mallwyd, who was a fount of local knowledge..
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SPRING (INDOOR) MEET 2018
Sunday 18th March 2018
Hosted by Neil and Jo Culross at Tan y Neuadd, Cwmcamlais, Brecon, LD3 8TE
All members are welcome. Arrive at any time from 10.30 am onwards, when unlimited tea,
coffee and biscuits will be on offer. The meet provides an opportunity for informal chat and to
view presentations by fellow members. Please let Neil know if you have a presentation to
contribute in order for him to arrange the programme. As usual, a digital projector and screen are
needed, please let Neil know if you can provide them. A camping chair or similar would be
useful as there is limited seating in the barn where the meeting will be held.
The usual arrangement of a lunchtime buffet is offered. People requiring this should contact Neil
by email (cwmrider@gmail.com) by 10th March at the latest and they will be informed of price
etc. once numbers are known.
Camping and floor space is available for anyone wishing to arrive on Saturday evening, as well
as a limited number of beds.
Tan y Neuadd is located at SN 9532 2645. Satnav for LD3 8TE says you have arrived when you
reach the farm at the top (south) end of the valley. Keep going – Tan y Neuadd is about halfway
down the valley. WMS direction signs will be placed on the road junctions with the A4215 and
the A40.

SUMMER FIELD TRIP 2018 – organised by Paul Smythe and Dave Seaborne
Preliminary notice – full details will appear in the Spring 2018 newsletter
Saturday June 16th
Visit to Penmaenmawr stone quarry
Numbers will need to be known before the visit as transport will be laid on to take us around the
quarry (Prebooking will be required.) The spring newsletter will have details of how to book.
Saturday evening dinner
This is expected to be at Llandudno and details will be in the spring newsletter.
Sunday June 17th
Parys Mountain and Amlwch Port
There will be an underground trip with a guide from Parys Underground Group and people will
also need to prebook for this trip. Again the spring newsletter will have details. Underground
insurance will be required and can be bought on the day for £10 for those who do not have it.
Those with existing insurance will need to show their BCA cards (therefore those who don`t
bring their cards will need to pay this £10).
It is hoped to have a guided surface trip around Parys Mountain for those who do not want to go
underground, with a guide from Amlwch Industrial Heritage Trust.
There are three museums at Amlwch Port:1. The Copper Kingdom - telling the story of Parys Mountain.
2. A geological museum. - GeoMon Anglesey Geopark - telling the geological history of the
island.
3. The Sail Loft - detailing the maritime history. There is a cafe here.
Paul Smythe
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CHRISTOPHER WILLIAMS
Christopher, usually known to his friends as Chris, was
born in Bridgend, Glamorgan but spent his childhood in
south Shropshire and Herefordshire, always close to the
Welsh border. One of his great-grandfathers was a lead
miner in Minera and his grandfather was born in
Coedpoeth.
He showed early academic prowess, but his primary
schooling was interrupted by rheumatic fever, which
confined him to bed for about a year. Later he went to
Hereford Cathedral School where he endeavoured to
catch up academically. He became an undergraduate at
UCNW Bangor where he read English, a subject that
remained something of a passion for him throughout his
life. Linked with his interest in history, this led him to
remain at Bangor to do a post-graduate diploma in
Archive Administration, qualifying in 1966.
He began his working career as an assistant archivist in
Derbyshire before moving to Flintshire to take up a
similar post at the county record office in Hawarden in
1968, where he remained in one capacity or another for nearly thirty years. In 1974, he was
appointed Deputy County Archivist for Clwyd and in 1994, County Archivist for Clwyd. He took
early retirement in 1996 and then became a consultant archivist.
As a consultant he worked for a number of organisations, specialising in the cataloguing of
collections held in archive offices in North Wales and the north west of England. He also
lectured on archive administration at Liverpool University and the local history Masters course at
Glyndwr University.
He gave generously of his time to various organisations, the Denbighshire Historical Society, the
Historical Metallurgy Society and the Friends of Wrexham Museum.
In 1972 he was one of the founder members of the North Wales Caving Club (NWCC); his
interest in caving, which started with his involvement in the initial exploration of Agen Allwedd
as a member of the Hereford Caving Club, probably fuelled his interest in mining. In north Wales
his interests included the Victorian workings of the Llandudno Old and Ty Gwyn Mines and the
mines of the Llanrwst area.
As a member of the Welsh Mines Society he led WMS field meets in the Halkyn Mountain and
Alyn Valley areas. He was also a member of the Peak District Mines Historical Society and the
Northern Mines Research Society.
In later years, age took its toll. Chris and four other NWCC members started to take an annual
outing to a mining area, staying at a pub or hotel with good food and ale, exploring the local
mines at a leisurely pace. These visits were written up for the Newsletter as ‘Last of the Summer
Mines’. His companionship will be missed.
He loved to delve into the archives and conducted research into a wide range of topics,
particularly in the realm of metal mining in north and mid Wales. He was a great advocate of
making historic documents and publications available online. He was particularly proud of
having catalogued and made available online the archives of the Historical Metallurgy Society.
He wrote or co-wrote many publications including The Parish Registers of Wales, Metal Mines
of North Wales, The History of the Greenfield Valley, and numerous articles on William
Gladstone, the Wrexham historian A. N. Palmer, the Parys Mountain and Llandudno copper
mines, the Dylife lead mines in Montgomeryshire, metal mining in north east Wales (including
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articles for the Welsh Mines Society newsletter and papers for Welsh Mines and Mining), the
Jubilee Tower on Moel Famau and the Victorian diarist Francis Kilvert. He was the guiding light
behind the conservation of a complete set of OS 6 inch First Edition Maps of the Counties of
Flintshire and Denbighshire and the production of CD-ROMs for these and the trade directories
of North Wales. He was the editor of the journal of Denbighshire Historical Society.
He applied his writing skills and his love of English to all the articles submitted for publication,
frowning on anything which was grammatically incorrect – which reflected his personality as a
precise, exact and very methodical man. Above all though, he was a kind and generous man, with
a quiet, understated humour.
This is an edited version of an address given by Alister Williams at Chris’s funeral on 18 th July
2017 at Pentrebychan Crematorium, Wrexham, together with additional information from Alan
Hawkins.
Dave Linton

IVOR BROWN
Ivor Brown joined the National Coal Board as an
apprentice in 1952 and spent the next 41 years working in
the mining industry as an engineer, lecturer and minerals
planner, mainly in Shropshire, Lincolnshire and
Yorkshire. He obtained his Mine Managers’ Certificate in
1962, Chartered Engineer in 1966 and Ph.D. (engineering
geology) by part time study in 1975.
He was involved with the early development of the
National Coal Mining Museum at Overton, near
Wakefield, and remained its longest serving volunteer. His
last day there, some 30 years after his first, was spent
overseeing the launch of a new exhibition. It was while
lecturing at Doncaster College in the 1960s that he began
trying to create a mining museum in South Yorkshire. He
renewed his efforts on a county-wide basis in 1977. In the
1980s, as the Wakefield museum begin to take shape on the site of the old Caphouse colliery, he
was awarded a Winston Churchill Fellowship to study mining and tourism in the USA and
Australia, spending eight weeks with the movers of similar projects abroad. With the opening of
the museum in 1988, he combined volunteering with part-time consulting on the mining industry.
Mining was in Ivor Brown’s DNA and earlier this year, on the 70th anniversary of the
nationalisation of the pits - the so-called “vesting day” - he recalled being taken, as a schoolboy,
to watch the chippies putting up a National Coal Board sign on the pump room wall at Madeley
Wood pit in Shropshire, where his father was chief clerk. At the same time, he remembered, the
Miners’ Federation changed its name to the National Union of Mineworkers, while some of those
at the top, the Madeley Wood manager among them, opted for a non-nationalised life in Canada.
Anisha Christison, who spent a decade at the museum with Dr Brown, said: “He had such a love
of mining history and was so knowledgeable. He was really good with members of the public
and everyone felt welcomed and at ease.” Dr Brown, who lived at Sandal, Wakefield, was also
an enthusiastic traveller and charity worker. A thanksgiving service was held at Sandal Methodist
Church.”
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Iris Brown
Iris has written to say how much she appreciated the messages of sympathy, cards and flowers
from friends in the WMS which gave a lot of comfort after Ivor’s death. Iris has decided to move
to Lincolnshire to be close to her eldest daughter and her grandchildren and so from October she
will have a new address: The Bungalow, 4, Middle Street, Potterhanworth, Lincoln, LN4 2DR.
Iris would be delighted if her many friends in the WMS keep in contact since, although she will
now be so far from Wales that she has decided not to continue her membership, she has “such
wonderful memories of Ivor and my visits to Wales, friendly conversations as we walked, good
meals on the Saturday night”. The many WMS members who knew Ivor and Iris will reciprocate
those feelings and wish Iris well in her new home.
David Roe

NAMHO 2018
NAMHO 2018 is to be held on the first weekend in June, 2018, starting Friday 1st June, ending
on Monday 4th June.
The theme will be the Forest of Dean, with the suggested title "A law unto themselves", a
reference to the still current Dean Forest Mines Act of 1838, and follow up Acts of Parliament.
Underground and surface trips will be on Friday pm, Saturday, Sunday, and Monday.
Lectures will take place on both Saturday and Sunday.
The venue will be at Parkend, with indoor accommodation and camping available.
There will be a Saturday night Social at Clearwell Caves.
It is hoped the web page will be live on the 1st January, to enable bookings to be made.
Mole

KEY ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES IN WALES – THE UNDERREPRESENTATION OF MINING AND QUARRYING
The Welsh archaeological groups are currently carrying out a second review of the Research
Framework for the Archaeology in Wales - http://www.archaeoleg.org.uk/intro.html which will
reconsider the lists of key sites, something which was not done in the first review in 2009. A
listing of sites can be found for each period and region of Wales - go to the web site (above),
Documents, then go to the link to Original Documents. It is a feature not included in the
Research Framework for England and can provide a means of highlighting the archaeology of the
extractive industries in Wales, something which is currently under-represented.
If you are interested in contributing to this review of key mining and quarrying sites in Wales
please contact the NAMHO Conservation Officer, Peter Claughton, on 01437 532578 or at
P.F.Claughton@exeter.ac.uk
Peter Claughton

MYNYDD PARYS
Anglesey Mining Plc reported that work on the Scoping Study is continuing on the Parys
Mountain copperlead-zinc project in North Wales. The Company is carrying out development
and exploration work at the site, with the study being based on resource estimates made in 2012.
The original approach was to mine the resources at 500 tonnes per day, but a new option is to
increase the daily production rate, thus shortening the mine’s life but which would be more
economically attractive.
CCC Newsletter
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RED DRAGON REVISITED
David Roe's collation of archival accounts and WMS activity at Red Dragon that was issued on
the autumn excursion has proven a helpful stimulus that brings into focus several unresolved
issues at this iconic site. The following notes thus offer a few observations and some resultant
thoughts, largely from a geological perspective, to supplement David's work.
The 'lode' The deposit mined at Red Dragon lies in the pyritous black anoxic shales of the Nod
Glas Formation which is a bedded deposit about 20 m thick (Pugh,1928), not a fracture fill. This
Formation is prone to form a well-developed gossan (limonite, goethite, possibly jarosite) by
atmospheric oxidation of the pyrite ('Fool's Gold') to give a rusty 'iron hat' that presumably
triggered the discovery at outcrop. However, the vein worked was only 1-2 m wide and
contained much 'decomposed quartz and fluccan' as well as gossan. Internal largely bed-parallel
quartz veining is well known in the Nod Glas (Pratt, 1991) and probably formed by hydrofracture
during the generation and expulsion of hydrocarbons from this carbonaceous shale consequent to
deep burial and thermal metamorphism. The quartz at Red Dragon contains (very) small amounts
of galena - the reason the mine was first promoted as a Silver-Lead Mine. In the adit the small
stope at the junction of the crosscut and drifts displays a beautiful bedding-parallel shear zone of
fluccan with thin folded quartz veins and there are 10-40 cm pods and veins of massive quartz
visible nearby at adit level. Clearly this was the only horizon considered worth working and was
followed in the drifts.
The maps of Pugh and the British Geological Survey broadly agree on the outcrop position of the
Nod Glas at the mine; however elsewhere the maps show locally significant differences of
interpretation, notably ca 570 m SW of the mine where the positions differ by about 90 m.
The adit As I am aware of no previous geological survey of the adit it may be useful to include
the key portion of my own survey here (Figure). An unusual feature of the crosscut is that for the
first 13 m or so it was driven through well-cemented hillside scree, the contact of which with
bedrock dips N at about 30°. This bedrock is the Ceiswyn Formation composed of well-cleaved
grey (oxic) mudstones/siltstones dipping broadly SE at about 40-50°; in places it contains
horizons of darker (anoxic) shaley mudrock; this facies has been termed the Craig Hengae
Member by the British Geological Survey and its darker portions are reminiscent of the overlying
Nod Glas Formation. All these rocks are of late Ordovician age, the Nod Glas containing
numerous small pyritised graptolites.
Contemporary reporting is none too exact but in early 1854 states that the 'main lode' was
anticipated at a drivage of ca 70 fm. although some supposedly lode material had been seen at
50fm. The distance from portal to the drifts is ca 131 m (72 fm) by my survey. The southern end
of the crosscut appears to be a collapsed stope which nearby dips of ca .45° to SE and the
measured distances suggest may have been a small trial at the contact of the Nod Glas with the
overlying light grey slates of the Abercwmeiddaw Formation (ie that worked in the eponymous
'spectacles' quarry at Upper Corris). The adit walls are very dirty but possibly not dirty enough to
explain why I failed to establish the reality of the 'caunter' and other minor lodes mentioned in
the Mining Journal. The end of the eastern drift appears to be a collapsed stope of unknown
extent; if so the sizeable amount of Nod Glas still on the tip and that reportedly crushed may be
more easily reconciled with the small volume taken from the drifts now accessible.
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A gold mine? It seems to me that the jury can no longer be considered to be still out on the key
question of whether or not the mining operation truly recovered (sub-economic) gold or whether
the venture was entirely a scam. As Thoreau said, "some circumstantial evidence is very strong,
like finding a trout in the milk" and in this respect the local late Victorian opinion mentioned in
David's collation that "more gold was put in than taken out" seems to be a very strong pointer.
Moreover the gold flecks recovered by Trevor Chesters were found with mercury residue that
must surely have been salted / dumped (as he noted) and his panning of other samples did not
find any gold at all.
There is more recent evidence. Firstly two analyses of fresh Nod Glas by John Mason (personal
communication) in 1996 found no gold (detection limit 0.2 ppm). Secondly, in May 2009, a
detailed sampling of the 'lode' was undertaken by George Hall aided by Hugh Ratzer and David
Pelham. Once again, high precision modern analyses were undertaken, in this case of samples of
both the pyritous shale and the quartz veins. No gold was detected in any of the samples.
We must surely now accept that this constitutes conclusive evidence of fraud.
It is of course a fact that many 'pyritous black shale' bodies contain strongly enhanced metal
levels, including gold. In some the gold within pyrite is 'free' and visible, and in others it is 'submicroscopic' (essentially in solid substitution). Only in the former case would it be recoverable
by mercury amalgamation as was tried at Red Dragon. Globally, most 'black shale' gold seems to
occur in arsenopyrite, eg at Ogofau, but Mason's analyses of the As content of Nod Glas at Red
Dragon show only around 50 ppm with Fe at 9.5 % (95,000 ppm). Assuming both elements
reside solely in the pyrite this rules out arseno-pyrite in which Fe/As ratios (by weight) are often
around 5:1 not almost 2000:1. The Nod Glas analyses by Temple and Cave (1992) did not
include samples from Red Dragon and did not test for either gold or arsenic but their results from
nearby at Ratgoed and Aber Cowarch show no significant enhancement of other metals relative
to surrounding strata.
Acknowledgements
My thanks to John Mason who kindly provided a copy of his Nod Glas analyses and to Hugh
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THE “BUSINESS END” OF THE RED DRAGON ADIT LEVEL
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WHAT IS MEANT BY ''HUSHING''?
Ask that question and you are likely to get a response involving the sudden release of a torrent of
water that scours the ground surface down to bedrock and exposes any veins of ore beneath. This
explanation may sound plausible, but how did it come about and how true is it? In all the time I
have spent researching mineral mining, I have never come across an old description of the
process of hushing. It seems to have been one of those practices so simple and so obvious that
nobody thought it worth writing down. As a consequence, mining historians have seized upon a
description by the Roman writer Pliny of a technique developed to work certain gold-bearing
deposits in the north of Spain and have lifted it completely out of its original context and applied
it to the generality of working.
Whether that generalization is valid or not is highlighted for me by an experience many years
ago, when I was being driven along a valley in Italy and became increasingly puzzled by the
stark nakedness of the scenery around me, by the lack of vegetation and the piles of boulders. I
realised that it must be where, some years earlier, the dam of a reservoir in the mountains above
had collapsed with tragic consequences for the communities below. The damage wreaked by that
flood would have been very similar to the outcome of the Pliny technique and I have used my
memories to try and match that scene of utter devastation with surviving remains at sites where
hushing has been used. If the Pliny method was used, there should be a large reservoir with broad
outlet gates and a single broad channel leading to an area where the surface has been stripped
right down to the bedrock.
There are good examples of hushing at Cwmystwyth, Esgair Mwyn and Craig y Mwyn. In all
cases, the reservoirs are shallow and of modest or even small size. Their capacity would have
been small and in a country where vegetation is well suited to survive heavy rainfall, the effect of
suddenly releasing the full contents of such a hushing reservoir onto a vegetated hillside is likely
to have been minimal.
In several instances, the outlet of a reservoir divides into several channels which fan out widely
over the hillside. This is significant because if water is suddenly released in bulk it will simply
take the most direct route down the hillside. Fill the reservoir and repeat the process and the
result will be the same. If the target area is along this most direct route then that is fine, but what
about the case where the target area is well to the side of this route? The multi-channel fan can
only be the result of human direction of the water towards the area being explored at the time. It
should also be added that, although now eroded, the outlet from a reservoir appears to have been
quite narrow and almost certainly controlled by a sluice-gate thereby limiting water egress.
These observations are clearly incompatible with Pliny's description so we need to discard it and
start again from the surviving evidence.
The primary purpose of hushing is to prospect for and expose veins and bodies of ore in areas
where there is no visible outcrop. Water was used in the process, but the dimensions of reservoirs
and outlets suggest the supply was more a trickle than a flood. There would certainly not have
been enough energy available to strip off vegetation and wash away boulders. In order to direct
the water to the spot being investigated, a shallow channel at least must have been dug from the
sluice leading to and over the area. By agitating the base of this channel with the feet or with
mining tools, the soil and subsoil could be brought up into suspension in the water and washed
away. The stones thereby exposed could be picked up, examined and then saved or thrown aside.
At this stage, the technique down as ''shoading'' comes into play. Any pieces of ore found can be
assessed for size and angularity. A large, angular piece is perceived as being close to a vein
whereas a small fragment abraded to smoothness indicates transport from a distant vein. Simply
sweeping these stones away by a flood of water would mean a loss of a valuable indicator.
In due course, the bedrock would be reached and washed clean for inspection. Any veins found
could be followed and assessed or, if barren, another channel could be started with a different
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heading. An area could thus be searched without the major effort needed to strip the overburden
off over the whole site. The process is not intended to be a means of working ore deposits, but
any eluvial or colluvial density (ore fragments produced by erosion or glaciation) uncovered in
the process would have been gratefully exploited.
Structurally, the typical reservoir was constructed on slightly sloping ground by throwing up a
crescent-shaped dam along the lower edge with the outlet in the middle. No great effort seems to
have been put into deepening the interior and this would be consistent with temporary use. At
Esgair Mwyn, water was fed into the reservoir along a small leat. With the passage of time, that
leat has become completely filled in and is now only traceable by subtle vegetation change. At
Cwmystwyth too, some supply leats can be found. Perhaps they are also present amidst the later
leats at Craig y Mwyn.

This tiny detail, only 2cm wide, taken from a plan of 1753, shows Esgair
Mwyn Mine with its two hushing reservoirs, the larger on the right and the
smaller below and left of it.

The channels leading away appear to have been initially small, but where the bedrock was deep,
the resultant channel necessarily became quite broad. At Cwmystwyth, the network of channels
is particularly extensive and difficult to appreciate at ground level. Aerial photographs are very
useful, but the early hushings have, in places, been destroyed by subsequent workings and it can
be difficult to distinguish between hushing channels and later workings. What appears to be a
rectangular reservoir on the side of Copper Hill is almost certainly related to the workings of
(Sir) Thomas Kendall, but probably placed on top of a much older hushing work- the date when
hushing started is uncertain. At Cwmystwyth, the Mine Adventurers' Stamping Mill Vein cuts
through hushings and gives a latest possible date of 1700, but current thinking suggests a
medieval date is most probable. The arrival of the monasteries of the Normans and of their later
patron the Lord Rhys would have created a significant demand for lead sheeting for roofing their
churches. Both Cwmystwyth and Esgair Mwyn were on the lands of Strata Florida Abbey and
the Cistercians were well-known for their water management. Whether Craig y Mwyn was on
monastic land is unknown to me, but the Cistercian abbeys of Valle Crucis and Strata Marcella
are not a great distance away. Strata Florida Abbey is known to have been roofed with lead.
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Dating of the hushing remains that have survived has been attempted by Simon Timberlake and
colleagues. A C14 date of 1190-1290 cal. was obtained from peat in a sheltered position in the
bottom of the leat that runs from Nant yr Onnen to the Bronze Age opencast. This fits very well
with the foundation charter of 1184 for Strata Florida Abbey, but caution is needed as the peat
could only have grown after abandonment of the leat and deposits only grow slowly so the leat
could significantly pre-date the Abbey. Also, when a leat is abandoned there is always the
possibility of peat falling in from the sides or being brought in by animal disturbance which
suggests that multiple samples should be taken and dated.
The date mentioned above can be found along with plans and sections in Timberlake, S. 2004,
Early Leats and Hushing Remains- Suggestions and Disputes of Roman Mining and Prospection
for Lead, Water Power in Mining, Mining History, 15, Nos. 4/5, pp 64-76. PDHMS Ltd. This
article is worth reading not least because it presents the case for hushing as per Pliny and gives
an alternative view.
Roger Bird

BRONMWYN'S OTHER MINE
This unintended project grew out of a simple attempt to answer a question raised by Mike Munro
in the October 2000 Newsletter, p.18, about who was the WP whose initials are inscribed below
the date 1870 above the portal of Bronmwyn's adit level (SN 7135 6450). When all searches
drew a blank, I began to question whether the date of 1870 was correct. There is no doubt that
the cross-cut part of the level substantially pre-dates 1870 (see MJ 1877, p.1188) and George
Hall, in the December 2001 Newsletter, p.15, commented "I see I read the date over the adit
portal as 1810. Is it definitely 1870?''. Using a photograph sent to me by John Webb (who wrote
about the mine in Welsh Mines and Mining No. 2, pp. 61-65), I looked carefully at the figure '7'
and became convinced that it was originally a '1' that had been altered to a '7'. That redirected the
search for WP to 1810, a date too early for almost all of the detailed data sources. Even the local
Crosswood estate records produced no leads.
It was at this juncture that John Webb sent me an anonymous article he had found in the
Cambrian Register for 1796, p. 387. ln the course of travelling from Tregaron along what is now
the B4343 towards Pontrhydfendigaid, the author reaches Bronmwyn and writes, "This hill is
called Banau Bron y Mwyn, from the mine work which used to be carried on here. There are now
to be seen several deep shafts, and a level on the east side of the hill, in a place called Cwm y
Graig Goch, - The ascent from this Cwm to the top of the hill, is also very steep - almost
perpendicular. It is said, that silver, as well as lead ore, is lodged in the bowels of this rocky hill;
but no attempt to dislodge it has been made for many years."
Although the article provides useful support for an early origin for the mine, it was the reference
to an eastern level that drew my attention. John's first thought was that it was a level on the
known main lode at the northeastern side of the hill, but the topography there does not match the
description. The best fit came from an area abut 500m to the south where the steep eastern
hillside drops down to a modest gorge containing the steam Nant Gorffen. Unfortunately,
Ordnance Survey maps show neither an adit in this area nor give a name for the gorge. It was the
1839 tithe map that provided the vital links showing that the steep slope down to the stream was
called y Graig Goch. In the meantime, John had contacted an old acquaintance who had spent
most of his life at the farm. He confirmed that there was an old adit in that location and also a
ruined small square building reputed to be the powder house.
With permission, I was able to explore the steep, wooded hillside. The ruined building was
found, about 2m square, a doorway, but no chimney. It looked like a storehouse, but there was
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nothing to confirm it as a magazine or associate it with a specific phase of mining.
After passing a large excavation that was probably the reservoir for the Caron venture, I found
myself on a triangular piece of flat ground part-way up the hillside, the most conspicuous feature
of which was a half-buried waterwheel pit of internal dimensions 7.2m x 0.85m
(23' 6" x 2' 9") in good condition - especially so if it is pre-1800. The pit is on the western side of
the flat ground at the foot of the steep hillside. The southern edge is formed by a deep slot cut
from Nant Gorffen westwards into the hill, no doubt the Cwm y Graig Goch adit at SN 7159
6394, but I could not find a safe viewpoint to see through brambles below. The bank here rises
vertically from Nant Gorffen in a cliff about 6m high so access to the level would have to be by
paddling up the stream bed.
The waterwheel provided no obvious clues as to its function. A straightforward adit would
require neither pumping nor drawing facilities and if the wheel belonged to a venture in about
1780 that would be too early for crushing rolls so a stamping mill looks to be the likeliest
possibility. That however, would be unusual in this area.
I saw no other obvious features except an excavation higher up the hillside which could be an old
level, but looks more likely to have been a small quarry. Presumably there was a leat but I could
not spot it.
As to the who and when, no records have been uncovered apart from the fact that Cwm y Craig
Goch is one of 54 mainly Cardiganshire mines listed in Appendix l of Vol. 11 of Walter Davies'
General View of the Agriculture and Domestic Economy of South Wales, 1815. Bronmwyn is not
mentioned in the list possibly because the whole site was viewed as Graig Goch just as Caron
eclipsed Bronmwyn later on.
So much for Cwm y Graig Goch, but what about earlier mining at the main site? The 1796 article
mentions several deep shafts, but there are no known records that could date these. All that can
be said is that the name Bron y Mwyn contains the Welsh word for ore and that the farm took its
name from this outcrop. The earliest record we have found that mentions Bron y Mwyn is in
1632, but it is likely that the farm itself was named at some time whilst it was monastic land. It
seems reasonable to suggest that the monks would have been aware of the outcrop especially as it
overlooks the site of the original Cistercian monastery of Ystrad Fflur only 300m away. It is
unlikely though that proof of actual mining in that period can be found.
One final comment, we still do not now who WP was!
Roger Bird and John Webb
Key to plan of Bron y Mwyn (field boundaries as at 1839)
A
B
C
F
L1
L2
L3
M
N
O
P
S

c.1810 adit
Bronmwyn Farm
Cwm y Craig Goch level (pre-1796)
Afon Fflur
Presumed leat to Cwm y Graig Goch waterwheel
Leat that may have served the c.1810 operations
Leat for 1877 Caron venture
Site of original (1164) Cistercian monastery of Ystrad Fflur
Nant Gorffen
Old Abbey Farm
Pant Rhedyn enclosure
Shafts marking line of main lode
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A MINE AGENT’S WIFE: TREGONING, FRANCIS AND SANDERS IN
THE SILVER LEAD MINES OF MID WALES FROM THE 1850’s.
At around 12 years old after going to Wales on holiday from East Anglia every year without fail,
it dawned on me to ask questions such as; who are these emotional people, religion, singing and
why do we keep visiting Mair Jones in Aberhosan where there is no running water , she could
hardly speak English and I get a two shilling piece put in my hand! The postman used to
turn up for tea and cake and it was ready on the table for him. It was a different world. Then
there are the stories, she used to remind my Dad looking at old pictures, “That was your
Grandfather”. “Well, John Bach”, she used to say, “that was John Tregoning, a Cornishman,
captain of the mine by Moel Fadyn, your mother Tabitha used come down in a pony and trap for
the school”. I always asked the same questions and she tried to explain every year.
These memories always stuck, possibly the two shillings had something to do with it! It was
years later with the rise in interest in family history that I finally got time to slowly piece some
things together. I had a lucky break, as at the back of the wardrobe in the family home there were
three letters from a Tabitha Eames in Sydney, Australia written to my Grandmother Tabitha
Tregoning in 1904 when she would have been 18. Christian names mostly, Jenkins family which
threw me and mentions of the old country and a visit from family members back to Cornwall and
Wales. A fascinating detective story began with many hours searching records, when time
allowed, into Tabitha from Sydney, she wrote “I hope my son has not yet forgotten me”. A very
loaded comment that spoke volumes from thousands of miles and one hundred years ago. That’s
how it started and a most memorable visit to the Nant Ddu (Cyfartha) mine with Will Richards of
Aberhosan in the 70’s, we found coloured
samples of rock that looked like gold to me.
(Pyrites of course) and he claimed he knew
where Captain Tregoning lived with his family.
Another family member told me that the
Tregonings were of generally of short stature,
probably useful in a mine!
The name Tabitha then became the key research
focus and a picture (left) of John Tregoning with
his daughter Elizabeth, whom we knew as Aunty
Bessie, brought him to life. John was a miner’s
labourer in the 1881 census, his birth certificate
was obtained and he was not born at Aberhosan
but at Box Cottage, Goginan to a Samuel and
Tabitha Tregoning in 1865... getting somewhere.
Could this be the Tabitha of the letters? It proved
to be and what came out of it was a story I
wasn’t expecting at all or how difficult it would
to unravel.
Tabitha from Sydney turned out to be my great
great grandmother Tabitha Tregoning (nee
Sanders) born in 1840 near Perrenarworthal
Cornwall. Her father was James Sanders, a tin
miner and her mother Tabitha Harvey. They left
for Mid Wales after 1851 and there he took over as captain of the Esgairhir mine in 1858 when it
was called Cardigan Consols.. I was advised to contact Simon Hughes who kindly took me to the
mine where I could still see the old mine office with the fireplace there. James Sanders wrote an
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accident report in the Mining Journal in 1859 which proved he was there and Ceredig put me
onto some Sanders buried in the churchyard of Salem chapel near Penrhyncoch. On a dull cold
day I pulled back the moss on a grave and found three of his young children had been buried
together there between 1857 and 1860, it was quite an emotional and uncomfortable visit.
George Borrow’s visit to Esgairhir
The story of George Borrow visiting Esgairhir mine is fascinating. At first I thought the
description of the two girls aged about 14 years of age running ahead from Esgairhir (one being a
mine captain’s daughter), might be significant as my great great grandmother was 14 years old in
1854 when Borrow visited. However, on reading the Bick book again I realised that the mine was
closed after 1854, reopening in 1858 as Cardigan Consuls which is probably when Sanders took
over and my GG Grandmother Tabitha Sanders met Samuel Tregoning, perhaps at the mine. I
suppose it is possible that James Sanders was working for the Welsh Potosi Company in 1854 as
all I know for sure is that he was still in Cornwall in 1851. One of his sons was buried at Salem
chapel late in 1857 which perhaps suggests that James Sanders was working somewhere near
Goginan at that time not at a mine above Talybont.
What did James Sanders do after 1861? He was still in Talybont in 1871. He had one son, James
Henry Sanders, who also worked in the mines, all his other surviving children were girls.
Tabitha Tregoning (Sanders), a dressmaker, was married in 1858 at Llandre parish church to
Samuel Francis Tregoning, another Cornishman from Gwennap, born in 1836. The address
given on the marriage certificate was Esgairhir, so they probably lived at the mine at this time.
Samuel became agent at the Ceunant mine near Goginan.
With the help of the Bick books, the NLW
in Aberystwyth and some information
from the “Druid Inn letters” it was at last
all coming together! But not so fast searching the census years in the NLW, I
came across a Tabitha Tregoning married
to a William Henry Tregoning. I then
found a death certificate for Samuel for
1868 and a William Henry Tregoning
(brother) present at his death of
consumption. After some head scratching
and false leads due to another William
Tregoning, the penny dropped that Tabitha
had married Samuel’s brother!! Finally all
the census made sense, the problem was
that the other William Tregoning was in
fact the Father of Samuel and William
Henry!
The story for Tabitha then took another
tragic turn, as in 1877 her second husband
William Henry Tregoning died and in
1881 her father Captain James Sanders
retired back to Perranarworthal. I then had
some luck with a researcher in Australia.
She discovered that the Jenkin family
mentioned in the Tabitha letters was the
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result of a marriage between Emily Sanders
who had emigrated from Cornwall in 1849,
who was in fact her sister. The weather at
this time was apparently bad and very wet,
possibly even by Welsh standards. It all
came together and in 1882 she decided to
leave for Australia on the sailing ship
Allanshaw to join her family there and take
her three sons, one of whom was John
Tregoning. I then got an excited email
saying that in fact, John Tregoning had
cancelled his passage to Australia. I suspect
this was because he had already met his
future wife Elizabeth Jones of Penegoes
near Machynlleth. Perhaps it was fortunate,
as a final twist for Tabitha was that both her
young sons died on the voyage, which took
months in the 1880’s. Tabitha then lived on
with her sister until marrying for a third
time and as an Eames died in 1907.
So the letters made sense in the end but in
every story there are unanswered questions.
Was John Tregoning a mine agent? I think
he was too young.
The Bick books have been invaluable with
all the names of mine agents in helping to piece together the family story. Indeed Captain
Samuel Francis Tregoning (died 1868 at Box cottage, Goginan of consumption) got the name
Francis from his mother Elizabeth who was the Sister of Absalom and Matthew Henry Francis
who are constantly mentioned by David Bick in The Metal Mines of Mid-Wales. The Francis
family tree is in Appendix 1 of Part 1 Cardiganshire.
I am discovering that all these Cornish folk stuck together and kept it in the Cornish family in the
19th century. The eyes of Tabitha Tregoning in the picture (above) speak volumes, I think, of a
tough lady in hard times.
Robert Storeton-West

MINERA QUARRY
The North Wales Wildlife Trust (NWWT) have been in talks with the current owners of the
quarry, Tarmac, to develop the site into a community facility.
The quarry closed in 1994 and is home to varied habitats and parts have also been designated a
Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI). The site also has significant industrial archaeological
remains, including a Hoffman kiln and older designs of lime burning kilns, and shafts and mining
building remains from earlier lead mining activity.
The Minera Quarry Trust (NQT) was formed in 2005 by local individuals and members of the
North Wales Caving Club with the intention of gaining ownership and developing public access.
The NWWT have been working with the MQT recently. From the caving and mine-exploring
perspective, this area has lots of potential for new discoveries and it is hoped that the Cambrian
Caving Council, local caving groups and NWWT can work together to provide safe access for
cavers and mine-explorers while safeguarding the general public and protecting wildlife.
CCC Newsletter
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TREGONING AND SANDERS: MINERS IN MID WALES 1859 - 90
Captain William Tregoning (Senior) (RS-W’s Great-Great-Great Grandfather)
Born Gwennap Cornwall 1806 or 1807, married 7.12.1829 to Elizabeth
1841 Copper miner, Gwennap. Age 35.
1851 Census Gwennap, age 44.
1853 Captain of Pwllrhenaid mine, Cards.+
1856 Loses job at Pwllrhenaid mine. +
1859 to 1862? Captain of Grogwynion mine. Replaced by Captain Northey, “being more
intelligent than Tregoning” +*
C.1862 Publicly criticised by Henry Salmon for pushing Pantmawr mine with Matthew Francis.
+
1863 Tyllwyd Cwm Rheidol*
1863 to 1865 West Goginan*
Died 7.10.1867 Trefriwfach in Gwnnws, Cards. Letter of administration issued 8/5/1869 leaving
effects to Elizabeth Tregoning.
There were at least nine children born in Gwennap, at least two of the boys were involved in the
Mid Wales mines - Samuel and William Henry. Joseph and Solomon were almost certainly
miners as well. Was Solomon really murdered by his partner in a gold rush in Australia? (As told
by “Aunty”Bessie!).
I found a report on Bwlch Consols dated 19th April 1854 by William, I believe it was written to
Matthew Francis but didn’t note this down. (Druid Inn Letters, folder 62. NLW, Aber.)
Captain James Sanders
RS-W’s GGG Grandfather, (married to Tabitha Harvey who was born at Crystal Cottage,
Perranwell).
(Father was a George Sanders, mother Ann?)
1816 Born Tannery Downs, Cornwall
1839 Married to Tabitha Harvey on 21st february
1840 Tabitha Sanders, Born at Grenna Downs, Perranarworthal, Cornwall (my GG
Grandmother))
1851 Miner in Perranarworthal, Cornwall
1857 John, one of twin children, buried December at Salem chapel near Penryncoch.
1858 or before: Captain of Esgairhir mine above Talybont.
1859 Report on mine accident by Captain Sanders (see fact sheet 11 from Mid-Wales mining
museum).
1860 Robert (twin of John) also George, buried at Salem in September. Aged 3 and 6.
1861 Sometime after September 1861 Esgairhir closed until 1870. +
1871 Census shows Sanders and family still in Talybont. Occupation : ‘mine agent’.
1881 Retired in Perranarworthal, Cornwall with wife and youngest daughter, Louise(a)
1911? Died and buried in Perranarworthal Parish Church, Greenwith Common.
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Samuel Francis Tregoning (“Mine Agent”, Captain?)
(RS-W’s Great Great Grandfather, second son of WilliamTregoning above)
Born Gwennap 1836 and married Tabitha Sanders of Esgairhir on 16/9/1858 at Llandre Parish
church, Cards.
1858 Miner at Esgairhir, Cards.
1860 Daughter (Tabitha Jane) born 1860 at Esgairhir.
1861 Census address: “Caenant office”
1861 to 1865 Caenant mine.*
1861 to1867 Llawr y Cwmbach mine (Bontgoch).*
1863 to1867 Pencraigddu mine.*
1865 John Tregoning born (my Great.Grandfather) at Box Cottage, Goginan, Melindwr.
Solomon Tregoning (brother) would only be 12 years old in 1861 so I believe this information is
correct for Samuel although I have not checked this myself. *
Died 4.3.1868 at Box Cottage, Goginan of consumption, William Henry Tregoning (younger
brother) was present at the death.
Absalom Francis lived at Rose Cottage which is the next cottage down the valley, (now derelict).
Box Cottage has been saved from destruction and renovated keeping many of the old features
which is rather nice. The owners kindly let me inside. The old boy who had lived there for many
years up to 1980 had no running water and lived very simply apparently.
Captain William Henry Tregoning (3rd son of William Tregoning)
Born 1840 Gwennap, Cornwall.
It seems he was at Bwlch, Pencraigddu, Cwm Darren, Crogwynion, Ceunant and Llawr y Cwm
Bach during the 1850’s and 60’s however he was only 16 in 1856 and I think Ceredig/Simon
Hughes may have got confused over the two Williams while looking at their sources? He could
not have been manager of Bwlch in 1854 to 56 for example as he would only be 14, it had to
have been his father in the 1850’s. *
1858 Was present at the death of Samuel Tregoning, his brother, at Box Cottage.
1860? Married to Anne Rees.
1866 Anne Tregoning, his first wife dies. Buried Llanbadarn*
1871 Recorded living in Bow Street with his second wife, Tabitha, and his children, William,
John Rees, William Jason by his first marriage and John Tregoning from the marriage of Tabitha
Tregoning (nee Sanders) to brother Samuel.
Married Tabitha Tregoning (Sanders) a few years after Samuel’s death (nothing like keeping it in
the family!) They had two boys who sadly died on emigration with Tabitha to Sydney, Australia
in 1881. Tabitha survived and died in Sydney in 1909. I have three letters written by her.
William Henry Tregoning died in 1877 at Bow Street leaving all to Tabitha in his Will.
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John Tregoning (Mine Agent?)
(RS-W’s Great Grandfather, son of Tabitha)
Born 1865 at Box Cottage, Goginan, Melindwr
1881 Cancelled his passage to Australia with his Mother Tabitha (lucky for me!)
1881 Mine worker’s labourer at Nant Ddu mine (Montgomeryshire)
1886 My Grandmother Tabitha Jane, was born in Merthyr Tydfil.
1888 “Aunty Bessie” Tregoning born at Nant Ddu mine.
As I recall, both Will Richards and Mair Jones of Aberhosan refered to John Tregoning as
Captain. Did he acquire training when in Merthyr Tydfil, was there a school of mines there? It
seems strange that he went from miner’s labourer to “Captain”of Nant Ddu or some other mine,
he was however certainly there in 1881 and in 1888. Will Richards showed me the house where
he lived and my father told me the story of the pony trap ride from the mine to Aberhosan for my
Grandmother’s schooling. The metal mines were in terminal decline at this time.
By 1901 John Tregoning was a shop keeper and insurance agent in Machynlleth.
He eventually became a butcher in Denbigh or Ruthin after he split with wife Elizabeth around
1918. Died 1944 Ruthin, aged 79.
(*) Correspondence with Simon Hughes and Ceredig.
(+) From David Bick’s “The old metal mines of Mid-Wales” Parts 1, 2, 3 and 4.
Robert Storeton-West

WMS FACEBOOK PAGE
The WMS now has a Facebook page! Just type Welsh Mines Society into the search bar on
Facebook to find it.
It is a ‘Closed’ group which means that only WMS members can post or see any information
within. Should you wish to contribute to the Group then just click the ‘Join Group’ button on the
Group page and one of the Administrators will approve your request (provided you’ve paid your
subs!).
Members are encouraged to use the Group in many ways, such as recording digging exploits or
requests for assistance, organising their own field meets other than the two official ones, sharing
details of an event they’ve heard of, posting photos of somewhere they’ve visited (create an
album for them), for sale / wanted adverts, trip reports etc. Just try to keep any posts relevant to
WMS!
Please use the Group page responsibly – the Admins have the power to delete!!
www.facebook.com/groups/www.welshmines.org/
Neil Culross
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DAVID JAMES – AN ACTIVE MEMBER OF THE WMS
How did you first become interested in
geology?
I grew up in the heart of the Jurassic ironstone
quarries of Northamptonshire with fossils galore
to collect and in easy reach by bicycle. Many of
the quarries in the 1950s were served by narrow
gauge steam railways and excavated with huge
electric shovels; the quarrymen were friendly
and there was no 'Health and Safety' to inhibit
access. Great fun.
What was your first underground
experience?
Exploring abandoned ironstone mines in
Northamptonshire as a schoolboy using torches,
candles and a ball of string (Ariadne's thread) to
navigate. In Wales I waited a long time but
finally tackled Cwmystwyth with Ivor Richards
20 years ago and never looked back.
Could you tell us something about your
professional life?
I initially wanted to be an oil geologist but
accepted an offer to retrain as a geophysicist / seismic interpreter. Eventually the disciplines
married very happily and I became a globetrotter for almost 30 years, ending up as a manager of
exploration for oil and gas and then of associated exploration and production research. I spent
many years in Holland, Brunei and Nigeria, also Norway and the USA. On retirement I moved
for much of each year to Cwmystwyth in the shadow of Plynlimon; the heart of the region in
which I had done my post-graduate research in the 1960s and still continue.
Do you have a specialist field in geology?
I am mainly a sedimentologist with strong interest in the tectonic and diagenetic evolution of
sedimentary basins but in recent years I have broadened into fracture mechanics and fluid
pressure regimes. I maintain interest in seismic interpretation of these matters and my visiting
professorship at Cardiff allows me to participate in relevant active research. I have similar links
with Oxford and Cambridge in hydrocarbon exploration topics.
What do you most enjoy about the WMS?
Friendly people, no 'airs and graces', from wide backgrounds with shared interests and a
somewhat anarchic attitude to organisation; there is always something new to learn at our
meetings. I had known David Bick before the Dylife gathering to form WMS but was working
abroad at the time and could not attend meetings for many years. There is no proprietary attitude
to data in WMS (in contrast with much of industry and academia) and my work has benefited
greatly from freely shared information, in particular from George Hall, Simon Hughes and
Graham Levins. I have tried to reciprocate this.
I know you spend quite a bit of time investigating the Mid Wales mining field, some of
which has been the subject of articles in the Newsletter. What is the purpose of this
research in the long term?
To develop practical models, i.e. with predictive value, for the genesis of economic ore shoots
and to ensure that as much as possible of the relevant input data is collected before decay,
vandalism and site remediation prohibit reasonably safe underground access. Research of any
kind has value, if only to prevent intellectual ossification, but if never made available and utilised
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is ultimately wasted so I try to publish the results for any future use by others. Being able to do
such work in these glorious hills (on fine days anyway!) is a great privilege.
Is there any way you would improve the WMS?
A better structure for communication outside of 'formal' meetings to enable sharing of fields of
interest would help. I agree with the ideas on this which (Chairman) Neil aired recently and
wishes to see pursued. Our WMM journal has been a great success and we need to ensure its
continuation into the longer term - it is one of our major shop windows. We must do more to
attract younger members, possibly firstly by guidance into the fun of underground exploration.

ROYAL COMMISSION ON THE ANCIENT AND HISTORICAL
MONUMENTS OF WALES (RCAHMW)
RCAHMW issues a monthly bulletin of new acquisitions which is worth examining for mine
related material. Some of this is available online but a visit to its pleasant reading room in the
National Library at Aberystwyth may be necessary to view other material.
The October 2017 edition has mention of the Colin Guile Collection which are colour slides
relating to:
• Ysbyty Cynfyn: Ref. No. CGC/01
• Cwmbrwno Lead Mine: Ref. No. CGC/02
• Llawr Cwm Bach Mine, Elerch: Ref. No. CGC/03
• Bryntail and Y Fan Mines: Ref. No. CGC/04
• Plynlimon Lead Mines: Ref. No. CGC/05
• Eisteddfa Gurig to source of R. Wye, Nant Iago and Nant yr Eira Lead Mine: Ref. No. CGC/06
• Cwmsymlog and Cwmerfin Lead Mines: Ref. No. CGC/07
• Bron Floyd Lead Mine: Ref. No. CGC/08
• Banc y Darren Mine: Ref. No. CGC/09
• Llywernog Lead Mine: Ref. No. CGC/10
• Nant-ddu and Dwfngwm Mines: Ref. No. CGC/11
• Cyneiniog Valley, Tynant, Bwlch Glas Lead Mine: Ref. No. CGC/12
• Neuadd Llwyd Lead Mine: Ref. No. CGC/13
• Hendre Ddu Quarry: Ref. No. CGC/14
• Minllyn Quarry: Ref. No. CGC/15
• Wemyss and Fron-goch Mines: Ref. No. CGC/16
• Glaspwll and Pistyll y Llyn: Ref. No. CGC/17
• Grogwinion and Gwaithgoch Leadmines, Pontrhydygroes and Rhoswydol, Mont: Ref. No.
CGC/18
• Aberllefenni Slate Quarries: Ref. No. CGC/19
• Ratgoed Quarry: Ref. No. CGC/20
• Abergynolwyn Quarries: Ref. No. CGC/21
• Pantyspydded: Ref. No. CGC/22
• Tarren y Gesail Quarry: Ref. No. CGC/23
• Gwynfynydd Gold Mines: Ref. No. CGC/24
• Bryntail Mines: Ref. No. CGC/25
• Pensarn Mine, Taliesin: Ref. No. CGC/26
Regular updates are available by signing up to the Royal Commission’s emailing list. See the
RCAHMW website for more details.
RCAHMW via Dave Linton
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PRESENTATION TO DAVE LINTON

Photo: Sue Griffiths
In recognition of his work over the past ten years as editor of the Newsletter, for the production
of the four completed books in the Welsh Mines and Mining series and the forthcoming fifth
book, Dave was presented with a cut and polished sample of manganese ore from Llyn Du Bach
Mine.
The presentation was made by David Roe during the recent field trip to Tyllau Mwyn. Also in
the photo is Pam Cope, who has ably assisted Dave in his work for the Society.

RED DRAGON BOOKLET
David Roe has collated a 24 page A4 booklet of the extracts from the WMS Newsletter (to NL
50) which concerned the Red Dragon Mine. This includes the 1986 John Burman and David Roe
publication and a complete set of the Mining Journal correspondence on the mine in the 1850’s.
An additional bonus is the inclusion of a number of previously unpublished colour photographs
of the WMS work carried out in the early 1990’s. The booklet was given to those attending the
recent field trip and a limited number of copies are available – suggested price £3 (cheque to
WMS or postage stamps) to cover printing and postage costs. Contact David Roe 20, Lutterburn
Street, Ugborough, Ivybridge, Devon PL21 0NG or email davidroeqsa@gmail.com.
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MEMBERSHIP MATTERS
Informative labels
Most of you will find that your envelope has a label with a cheerful fluorescent highlight
indicating that your 2018 subscriptions are now due. I hope you can take some time to look at
your label. It tells you what year you are paid up to and whether you are overground or
underground BCA insured, or just Newsletter only. A recalcitrant minority will also note that
their label indicates that they have yet to pay for 2016 (and in a couple of cases 2015). If you
then spend a few additional brief moments from your busy lives to send a cheque (payable to the
WMS) without delay to David Roe it does make life so much easier for him and the long
suffering BCA Insurance officer – and you get your BCA insurance cards in April!
Subscription Rates for 2018
The subscription rates for 2018 are unchanged again. Your current subscription status is shown
on your Newsletter envelope label. If it is highlighted in fluorescent colour it means payment is
due. Cheques (payable to Welsh Mines Society) should be sent to David Roe, 20, Lutterburn
Street, Ugborough, Ivybridge, Devon PL21 0NG
WMS membership with BCA overground insurance is £11 (includes Newsletter)
WMS membership with BCA underground insurance is £22 (includes Newsletter)
WMS membership where you have BCA insurance through another club or society is £5 (you
only have to pay the BCA insurance premium once)
WMS Newsletter only subscription is £5

For previous years please add an extra £5 to cover each of the unpaid years.
You must have a current BCA insurance to be a member of the Welsh Mines Society and only
BCA insured members may attend WMS field trip meetings. (For details of the BCA insurance
see british-caving.org.uk/?page=3)
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CAE COCH PYRITES MINE C.1976
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Cae Coch lies on the steep western slope of the Conwy valley between Trefriw and Dolgarrog is
unique in having been the only commercial pyrites mine in Wales. It had a history from at least
1607 and was last worked during the first world war. It is described fully in Part 7 of The Mines
of the Gwydir Forest.
In the 1970’s, I spent many a happy day clambering around Cae Coch, trying to sort out what
belonged to the adjacent Coed Gwydir stone quarry and what was left from the pyrites mine. The
site is now heavily overgrown and much has disappeared or disintegrated. I recently found a set
of photos I had taken there, using a tripod and self timer on the camera, thus enabling me to
include myself in the shots.
Outside a wooden shed alongside the incline, there was a small crane and the remains of a bucket
from the aerial ropeway. The bucket has long since disintegrated, the shed has collapsed and the
crane has been cut away and removed.
My grandfather worked as a stonemason at Cae Coch, building the bases for the pylons of the
aerial ropeway that carried ore across the valley floor to the railway. My father drew a diagram
one of these pylons from what he remembered of them and they seem to conform to the standard
pattern of the type. The top sheave of the ropeway is still to be seen on the site, together with
concrete bases for the pylons, although I have not been able to find evidence of the ropeway on
the valley floor.
Some wooden structures alongside the incline carried pulleys through which ran a wire rope, too
flimsy to be for haulage, so presumably for controlling or signalling. There are two separate
winding drums at the top of the incline, one a conventional drum in a stone winding house, the
other a horizontal sheave in a metal frame. Although rather difficult of access due to the
steepness of the ground and the fallen trees the site is still worth a visit to view the overground
features.
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Industrial Archaeology Vol 11, Number 1. February 1974
Articles include:
Merioneth Manganese by T.A. Morrison
Industrial Archaeology as an Aid to the Study of Mining History by A.R. Griffin
Yours for a small donation to WMS funds – contact the editor.

W.M.S. Sweatshirts and 'T' Shirts.
Please contact Daveleen Alder for details.
43 Rowlands Crescent, Solihull, West Midlands, B91 2JE.
or,
phone 0121 711 1049 (answerphone)
or,
Email daveleen44@hotmail.co.uk

Please let David Roe davidroeqsa@gmail.com (postal address above) know of any changes to
your postal or email address, phone number or interests so that his records can be kept up to date.
This particularly applies to your email address, which is the easiest and cheapest way of
contacting you.

Wishing you
Many
Super years

Boo Vernon has cleverly incorporated the initial letters of our Society into a greeting for our
newly married chairman and his bride.
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TAILINGS
Acknowledgements Many thanks to all those who have provided me with contributions and
feedback for the Newsletter. Items are credited to the contributor, unless written by me
(Raymond Griffiths) with the Editor’s hat on. Thanks are also due as usual to David Roe, who
proof reads and looks after the distribution of the Newsletter
Copy Date for the next Newsletter is 15th March 2018 (although earlier contributions make the
Editor’s task considerably easier and increase the chance that he’ll be able to fit your material in)
with publication due mid-April. Contributions to the editor, Raymond Griffiths (preferably by
email in A5 portrait format to editor@welshmines.org). When items include illustrations, these
should be supplied as individual graphics files (ideally in TIFF format) rather than in the body of
the contribution – detailed information on submission requirements can be found at
http://www.hendrecoed.org.uk/wms/misc/notes_for_contributors.pdf
Opinions expressed in this publication are those of the contributors and do not necessarily reflect
policy or the opinion of the Welsh Mines Society, its officers or the Editor. Letters addressed to
the Editor will be assumed to be for publication unless otherwise stated. It is the responsibility of
contributors to ensure that all necessary permissions, particularly for the reproduction of
illustrations, are obtained. Contributors retain copyright of items published and material in this
Newsletter must not be reproduced without the contributor’s express permission.
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Front Cover : Cowarch Mine mill
Rear Cover : Members gathered prior to visiting Red Dragon
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